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Electromagnetic radiation (EMR) can reflect the stress state and deformation level of coal, yet its warning indexes correlated with
coal properties and roof caving is poorly understood. The laboratory observations of EMR effects of coal samples bursting failure
and in situ investigations in the process of roof caving are presented in this paper. EMRpeakwith increasing stress is discussedwhen
the failure of coal samples happens, which provides an explanation to EMR signals positively correlated well with the stress loaded.
The linearly increasing relation is also found between EMR intensity and the uniaxial compressive strength, and EMR maximum
amplitudes and pulses behave a logarithmic accretion tendency with bursting energy indexes of coal. By in situ investigations, it is
well found that EMR amplitude can effectively warn coal deformation and failure based on the critical value 120mV proposed from
experiments.

1. Introduction

Coal/rock undergoing deformation and failure emits many
forms of energy, among which is electromagnetic radiation
(EMR). The electromagnetic activity that is detected during
the deformation and before failure of inhomogeneous mate-
rials, such as rocks, is of particular interest. This EMR is
detectable not only in the laboratory but also in geophysical
scale. Cohen first proposed the term EMR in the 1920
[1]. The EMR phenomenon was first observed to occur by
researchers in the USSR prior to earthquake events, and EMR
from material fractured under stress was first investigated in
laboratory by Stepanov in 1933 [2]. Hanson and Rowell found
EMR phenomenon during rock failure [3]. Studies on EMR
produced by the deformation and failure of coal and other low
strength rocks in coal-bearing strata started from 1990s. EMR
from rocks and other brittle materials has been extensively
investigated.

Presently, the physical mechanism of EMR is still
unknown. Several attempts to explain the EMR mechanism
are made including the acceleration and deceleration of
dislocations and the movement of charged crack sides and
electrical breakdown. Unfortunately, none of these was able
to explain the properties of the detected EMR [4–6].

Numerous investigations show a relationship between
applied stress and EMR emitted from rock material [7–9].
Therefore, the geogenic EMR, thus, merits its classification
as an important sign of rockburst triggered by stress con-
centration. Many observations of electromagnetic anomalies
associated with coal-rock mass deformation or bursting
failure have been reported. For example, Muto et al. believed
that the frictional discharges might be one of the sources of
the seismoelectromagnetic emission based on an experiment
simulating the motion of an asperity on a fault surface
[10]. Rabinovitch et al. presented a viable model of EMR,
according to which EMRwas emitted by an oscillating dipole
created by ions moving collectively as a surface wave on both
sides of rock crack [11]. Morgounov and Malzev interpreted
the data of electromagnetic precursors in terms of a multiple
fracture model and discussed the possibility of constructing
a physical model for the generation of a quasistable field and
EMR on the basis of the deformation process [12].Wang et al.
established the coal-rock EMR electromechanical coupling
model and conducted a series of experiments on coal-rock
samples of lower strength to study the characteristics of
ultralow frequency EMR signals, which verified that EMR
were well correlated with stress in coal mass [13–15]. Liu
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and He proposed an EMR model for predicting outbursts
based on an experimental system composed of a differential
pressure gauge and an electromagnetic field generator [16].
Jiang et al. investigated EMR of roadways to determine the
zones of intensive roof deformation [17, 18]. Lichtenberger
found that orientations and magnitudes of the horizontal
principal stresses derived from the measurements of EMR
correlated well with conventional stress measurements [19].
Mallik et al. presented an application of EMR technique
for deciphering the directions of principal horizontal stress
and identifying active fracture planes [20]. Carcione et al.
found the shape of the grains in the rock has a significant
influence on the EMR properties [21]. Frid proposed a new
modern method of rock and gas outburst forecast, relying on
registration of EMR caused by rock fracture, and employed
an EMRmethod associated with rock fracture to study water
infusion in rockburst-prone coal strata [22, 23]. Jiang et al.
monitored the roadway nearby fault stability by the means of
EMR instrument and fully obtained the coal and rock mass
internal energy accumulation and release rules [17, 18]. He et
al. described EMRmethod as a preliminary effort to provide a
tool capable of predicting the stress concentration condition
in coal-rock [24]. Nardi and Caputo believed experimentally
that EMR that were possibly caused by fracturingmay also be
used to monitor the stress conditions of rocks for geological
purposes [25]. Lu et al. proposed to warn gas outburst hazard
induced by coal and rock bursting failure using microseismic
(MS) and acoustic emission (AE) associated with EMR [26].

The main monitoring indicators of EMR include its
intensity, pulse number, and dynamic trends. At present,
although coal/rock EMR has been extensively studied both
experimentally and theoretically, many issues still remain
unresolved, such as its characteristics, spatial distribution,
affecting factors, and characteristics under different sample
scales, in particular if coal/rock is under complex loading
conditions.

By the experimental investigations of EMR of coal in
the deformation and failure processes, the amplitude and
pulse evolutionary rules along with stress were analyzed,
and the relationships between EMR intensity, the uniaxial
compressive strength, and bursting energy index of coal
sampleswere revealed. In particular, the critical index of EMR
amplitude was obtained to evaluate the stress concentration
and rockburst danger at Longgu coal mine with weak rock-
burst tendency.

2. Experiment on EMR Effects of
Coal Samples Subject to Stress

2.1. Coal Samples. 7303 working face excavates 7# seam
at west panel of Longgu coal mine, where the rockburst
phenomenon begins to manifest along with the increasing
mining depth. According to the principle of coal samples pro-
cessing, the lump coal without obvious fissures or fractures
was carefully collected and sealed.

According to the standard ISRM, coal materials were
drilled into samples with 50mm in diameter, then sawn
into about 100mm high segments, and grinded precisely at
both ends. Nonparallelism of both ends was required to less

than 0.01mm, and the deviation in diameter was less than
0.02mm. Total 4 Φ 50mm × 100mm coal samples were
prepared.

2.2. Test Equipment and the Corresponding Parameters.
Experimental system is classified into load device and mon-
itoring apparatus. Load device uses MTS 815 press machine
which is a high-precision electrohydraulic servo material
testing system. It can precisely control the loading speed, and
the complete stress-strain curves of coal and rock sample
deformation until failure can be clearly recorded. EMR
acquisition was accomplished by Disp-24 acoustic emission
(AE) workstation developed by American Physical Acoustics
Corporation and EMR sensors. The system contains 24
channels, 12 of which can record waveform and analyze
the real-time or postfrequency-spectrum characteristics. AE
and EMR signals can be simultaneously collected by the
corresponding sensors.

Total 2 channels are used, and 1# and 2# channels
record AE and EMR signals, respectively. The preamplifier
coefficients of AE and EMR signals both are 40 dB.The center
frequency value of AE sensor is 7.5 kHz, and the threshold
value is 55 dB. The center frequency value of EMR dot-
frequency antenna is 20 kHz, and the threshold value is 92 dB.
The sampling rates of bothAE and EME signals are 2000 kHz,
and the sample length is 5 K. The copper network whose
dimension is less than 0.5mm as the shielding system is
adopted to reduce the effect of external EMR interference.
During the experiment, the AE and EMR sensors and the
press ram are together put into the shielding system.

Figure 1 shows the schematic arrangement of load device,
AE and EMR sensors, and Disp-24 AE workstation. Figure 2
is Disp-24 AE data acquisition system.

In this experiment, the uniaxial loading mode was tested,
and the loading rate was about 0.5 kN/s until sample failure.
The complete stress-strain curves were recorded. Simultane-
ously, the EMR signals were recorded in the whole period of
sample deformation and failure. Main measured parameters
included the amplitude (mV) and pulse (N) of EMR signals
and so forth. Figure 3 shows the photographs of LM3# coal
sample before and after failure.

2.3. Results and Analysis. Table 1 is the physical and mechan-
ical parameters experimentally measured of 4 coal samples.

From Table 1, the uniaxial compressive strength of coal is
less than 15MPa, and the bursting energy indexes of 4 samples
are less than 5, which indicate that 7# seam belongs to weak
rockburst tendency. In the experiment, the phenomenon that
coal debris eject or splash intensively is not observed during
the process of coal samples deformation and failure.However,
EMR signals are significantly produced. Therefore, EMR can
be used to warn coal-rock deformation and failure, especially
the rockburst danger.

The EMR signals were collected simultaneously along
with the deformation and failure of coal samples, and the
main monitoring indicators of EMR include its amplitude
and pulse. Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 are the curves of stress-time,
EMR amplitude-time, and pulse-time of 4 coal samples.
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Table 1: Physical and mechanical parameters of 4 coal samples.

Sample label Height/mm Diameter/mm Uniaxial compressive strength/MPa Bursting energy index Elastic modulus/MPa
LM2# 98.16 49.12 6.801 1.182 3024.1
LM3# 90.4 49.22 13.824 1.875 3572.6
LM4# 80.68 49.3 4.622 1.022 1119.6
LM5# 99.12 49.22 9.811 1.541 3735.5

(1) MTS servo testing machine
(2) Insulation pad
(3) Electromagnetic antenna

(4) Coal and rock samples
(5) AE sensors
(6) Electromagnetic shielding

Preamplifier

Preamplifier

Disp-24 AE
system

1

2

3

4
5

6

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental system.

Figure 2: Disp-24 AE data acquisition system.

Obviously, the measured amplitude and pulse of EMR
signals positively correlate well with the applied stress. In
particular, when the failure of coal samples occurs, the
amplitude and pulse simultaneously reach the maximum and
after that gradually decrease along with the stress.

In order to further reveal EMR effects in the process
of deformation and failure of coal samples, the correlations
between the maximum amplitude and pulse of EMR, the
uniaxial compressive strength, and bursting energy index
were regressively analyzed. Figure 8 is the regressive curves
of EMR maximum amplitude, the uniaxial compressive
strength, and bursting energy index of samples. Figure 9
is the regressive curves of maximum pulse, the uniaxial
compressive strength, and bursting energy index.

Theoretically, the amplitude and pulse of EMR increase
linearly with the electron charge and acceleration of charged
particles in the process of deformation and fracture of coal-
rock. And the amplitude and pulse of EMR are associated
with the density of charged particles, the larger the particles

(a) Before loading

(b) After failure

Figure 3: Photographs of LM3# coal sample before and after failure.

number is, and the higher the strength of EMR is. Generally,
the higher the uniaxial compressive strength of coal-rock
is, the more the formed microcracks is, and the larger the
number of particles accumulated in the tip of microcracks
per unit time is. In other words, the higher the uniaxial com-
pressive strength is, the more the intensity of deformation
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Figure 4: The measured stress and EMR of LM2# coal sample.

Table 2: The measured maximum amplitudes of EMR.

Sample label LM2# LM3# LM4# LM5#
Maximum amplitude 118mV 163mV 61mV 132mV
Average 118.5mV
Application index 120mV

and failure is, and the higher the velocity and acceleration of
charged particles is. So, the larger the uniaxial compressive
strength of coal-rock is, the higher the amplitude and pulse
of EMR are, and the greater the bursting energy indexes are.
It can be found from Figures 8 and 9, when the failure of
coal sample occurs, the maximum amplitudes and pulses of
the EMR increase linearly along with the increasing uniaxial
compressive strength values. In addition, for bursting energy
indexes of coal samples, themaximum amplitudes and pulses
behave a logarithmic accretion tendency with it.

In Table 2, it is shown that EMR maximum amplitude
values of 4 coal samples are 118mV, 163mV, 61mV, and
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Figure 5: The measured stress and EMR of LM3# coal sample.

132mV, respectively, when the failure occurs.The average (avg
(∑max𝐸) = 118.5mV) is calculated and obtained, to propose
the critical index of EMR amplitude for totally evaluating
the stress state and deformation intensity of coal mass. The
application index of EMR amplitude should be appropriately
enlarged to be 120mV, by taking the external inevitable
electromagnetic interference in field into account.

3. EMR Measurement in Process of Roof
Caving and Subsidence

To evaluate and warn rockburst risk of 7303 working face,
EMR signal was measured in the whole mining period
by KBD5 portable apparatus developed by China Univer-
sity of Mining and Technology (CUMT). The apparatus
is mainly composed of a wideband and high-sensitivity
directional receiving antenna, the mainframe and the remote
communication interface, and so forth. In order to reduce
the interference from other electromagnetic signals in the
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Figure 6: The measured stress and EMR of LM4# coal sample.

testing environment, the antenna adopts a special shielding
technique. One end of antenna is shielded and adequately
grounded, which can significantly reduce the sensitivity
out of the effective receiving scope and actually guarantee
the monitoring reliability. Adjustable gain preamplifier is
designed for the different load-electromagnetic property of
coal and rock material.

A large number of studies have shown that EMR ampli-
tude is strongly related to the level and variation of stress,
especially in correspondence with sharp stress drops or the
final collapse. Based on experimental conclusions and on-
site monitoring experience, the critical value (120mV) and its
variation trend (sharp drops or rises) of EMR amplitude can
be used together for stress concentration evaluation in 7303
working face.

3.1. Geological and Mining Conditions of 7303 Working Face.
The 7303 working face locates at the west wing of mine field,
extracting 7# coal seam with average thickness of 4.4m from
August 1, 2004, and the average dip angle of 7# seam is 8–10∘.
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Figure 7: The measured stress and EMR of LM5# coal sample.

The geological condition of working face is relatively simple,
only 11 faults whose throws are between 2.0m and 15.0m are
disclosed in 7303 working face, and the fully mechanized top
coal caving mining method is adopted. As the mining depth
is larger than 760m, there might be coal and rock dynamic
disasters appearance in process of 7303 working face mining.
According to the borehole data, the roof strata of 7# coal seam
from bottom to up are as follows: siltstone (2.0m), medium
sandstone (10.6m) so-called key stratum, siltstone (3.3m),
fine sandstone (2.0m), and siltstone (12.6m). Figure 10 shows
the layout diagram of the 7303 working face.

3.2. Monitoring Scheme

3.2.1. Monitoring Method. For in situ measurement in coal
mines, the antenna is fixed and the receiving end is vertically
towards the medium-upper part of coal wall within 5m. The
amplitude and pulse indexes and their variations of EMR
are measured. The fixed monitoring points in headentry
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and tailentry combined with general investigation were con-
ducted due to the high stress concentration of roadways.

3.2.2. Arrangement of Monitoring Points. Total 12 points were
outward located in headentry 10m from the cut of 7303
working face, and the interval of points was principally set
to be 10m. In addition, total 10 points were outward located
in tailentry 20m from the cut, and the interval of points
was principally set to be 20m. All points will move forward
correspondingly with the advance of working face, and the
interval can be adjusted according to in situ observation
requirements, therefore, the relative positions of which are
fixed. In particular, for the rest locations characterized higher
stress concentration, such as fault and roadway junction
areas, the density of points arrangement should be appropri-
ately increased.

3.2.3. Monitoring Frequency. Daily monitoring frequency is
three times including morning, noon, and night shifts, and
the monitoring time of each shift for one point is 2min.

3.3. Conclusions and Analysis

3.3.1. At the Stage of Initial Mining. Figure 11 shows the
measured EMR amplitude variation of different points in
tailentry and headentry at the stage of initial mining.

From Figure 11, it is obviously shown that the stress
concentration level is not obvious and the risk of rockburst
is lower due to the smaller EMR amplitude (much less than
the critical value 120mV), and the stress of the surrounding
coal and rock of tailentry and headentry is lower. As 7303
working face firstly arranged in west panel is in the original
stress state, where no any mining-induced stress interference
exists. Moreover, due to the initial stage of 7303 working face
mining, the fracturing and caving of overlying rock stratums
do not obviously occur. Therefore, the stress concentration
level of 7303 working face is relatively lower, and the moni-
toring value of EMR amplitude is smaller.

3.3.2. The Initial Caving of Primary Roof. On August 21,
2004, when the total advancing distance of 7303 working face
reached 35m so-called first caving interval, the primary roof
began to fall and the pressuring process approximately lasted
2 days based on in situ observation. Figure 12 shows the EMR
amplitude variation in tailentry and headentry at morning
shift on August 21.

In Figure 12, compared with initial mining, the mea-
sured EMR amplitude in tailentry and headentry obviously
increased, which indicated that the stress of coal and rock
surrounding 7303 working face correspondingly rose due to
the primary roof caving. In particular, the amplitudes of 3
monitoring points located at 42m, 85m, and 105m ahead
of the cut in tailentry seriously exceeded the critical value
120mV, which demonstrated that there might be rockburst
risk induced by higher stress concentration. By implementing
relieve-shot, EMR amplitude suddenly and sharply dropped,
and the higher stress was transferred and further rebalanced.
For headentry, the amplitude totally kept less than the critical
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Figure 11: The monitoring result of EMR amplitude at the stage of
initial mining.

value.Therefore, the stress of headentry was relatively smaller
than that of tailentry due to its shallower burial depth.

3.3.3. The Periodic Caving of Primary Roof. Along with
further advancing of 7303 working face, the primary roof
will experience periodic caving process after first caving.
According to the advancing distances from initial caving to
first periodic caving, the caving interval of primary roof was
approximately 20m. By the statistical analysis, the caving
intervals of primary roof distributed in the range of 17 to
23m based on 3 periodic caving. Figures 13–15 show EMR
amplitude variations measured in tailentry at the stages of
the first periodic caving, the second periodic caving, and the
third periodic caving of primary roof, respectively.
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In process of the first periodic caving of primary roof (in
Figure 13), the overall level of EMR amplitude is less than the
critical value 120mV. However, the amplitude fluctuation is
intensive within the scope of 13.5m ahead of working face
in tailentry, which indicates the stress concentration and the
deformation and failure of coal and rock. In process of the
second periodic caving (in Figure 14), the overall level of
EMR amplitude is smaller than the critical value except for
electromagnetic interference of the monitoring point located
10m ahead of working face in headentry. For the third
periodic caving (in Figure 15), EMR amplitudes of a majority
of monitoring points significantly exceed the critical value. In
particular, within the scope of 42m ahead of working face in
tailentry, the amplitude variation and fluctuation is abnormal
intensive. In conclusion, based on the caving intervals and
EMR amplitudes, it can be verified that EMR remarkably
increases with the periodic caving interval of primary roof. In
particular, the influencing range of stress concentration also
increases in accordance with the periodic caving intervals.
Therefore, EMR amplitude can be used to check the results
of conventional pressuring monitoring and warn the risk of
dynamic hazard induced by roof caving.

3.3.4. Large-Scale Movement and Subsidence of Primary Roof.
From September 21 to 24, 2004, when 7303 working face
advanced nearby a fault, the immediate and primary roof
strata began to intensively move and subside due to the
diastrophism and slippage of fault triggered by mining
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Figure 16: EMR amplitude of monitoring point located 20m ahead
of working face in tailentry from September 21 to 24.

activity. Based on in situ investigation and measurement, it
can be found that tailentry seriously deformed and part of
bolts and anchor cables became invalid. Figure 16 shows EMR
amplitude of the monitoring point located 20m ahead of
working face in tailentry.

From Figure 16, during the period of roof movement
and subsidence, EMR amplitude significantly exceeds the
critical value 120mV, which indicates that the higher EMR
amplitude is attributed to the violent deformation of coal and
rock induced by slippage of fault. In addition, it might be
confirmed that the fault can easily generate the higher stress
concentration and accumulate a large amount of energy.

In summary, comparison with past investigations, the
highlight of in situ measurement mainly, manifests the
complete observations of EMR signals in whole period of
primary roof caving in 7303 working face, such as the
initial and periodic caving and the large-scale movement
and subsidence of primary roof induced by tectonic stress
concentration.

4. Conclusions

(1) The amplitude and pulse of EMR signals positively
correlate well with stress. In particular, when the
failure of coal samples occurs, the amplitude and
pulse simultaneously reach the peak and after that
gradually reduce along with the decreasing stress.

(2) The maximum amplitude and pulse of EMR increase
linearly with the uniaxial compressive strength of
coal and behaves logarithmic accretion tendency with
bursting energy indexes.

(3) By in situ investigation of 7303 working face, it is
well found that EMR amplitude can effectively reflect
the stress state and rockburst failure level of coal
subjected to roof loading based on the critical value
120mV proposed from experiments.
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